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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•• We propose an intuitive and practical approach to building a multi-asset, regionally
balanced emerging markets (EM) portfolio. This approach presents three key
potential benefits:
– More effective diversification – a risk-balanced approach between asset classes,
countries, and regions
– Dynamic overlay – a dynamic tilting process integrating valuation-aware return signals
with a tracking error budget
– Flexibility – a modular design that can be readily calibrated to different investors’
investment beliefs, return objectives, and risk tolerances
•• We start by discussing the sub-optimality of traditional market-cap-weighted EM
benchmarks. Such indices are concentrated in a few countries, lack consistency across
asset classes, and may not reflect economic fundamentals.
•• Second, we delve into the advocated asset allocation framework comprising two key
building blocks:
– A risk-based anchoring portfolio with balanced risk budgets across asset classes
and regions
– A valuation-aware overlay reflecting return signals (e.g., based on value and carry)
•• Through an illustrative case study, we demonstrate how the portfolio construction
process seeks to deliver results superior to naïve market-cap-based benchmarks across
multiple dimensions:
–H
 igher risk-adjusted returns
– Shallower drawdowns
– Better diversification benefits, as measured by beta to a 60/40 developed market
(DM) portfolio

This publication is a special
collaboration between GIC and
PIMCO, in commemoration of GIC’s
40th anniversary and PIMCO’s
50th anniversary, in 2021.

•• While there is no single ideal approach to investing in emerging markets, this framework
illustrates the potential benefits of a risk-balanced and valuation-aware approach, offering
promise even for those who remain skeptical of the merits of EM investing.
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INTRODUCTION
Emerging markets are growing in prominence as engines of
global growth and political and cultural influence. Underpinned
by sustained economic development and increasing openness
to foreign investment, the breadth, depth and maturity of EM
capital markets have increased tremendously over time.
Nonetheless, many perceived risks remain that are unique to
emerging markets and have hindered larger strategic
allocations, including concerns about political risks,
macroeconomic contagion and corporate governance. As a
result, EM allocations are often small and tactical as investors
bet on cyclical upswings and flows. However, as global interest
rates have declined to secular lows and DM assets offer muted
expected returns due to elevated valuations (Baz et al. 2019),
investors are compelled to broaden their investment universe to
meet return and diversification objectives. In this regard,
emerging markets may be a key part of the solution to the
dilemma investors are facing today.
Departing from the familiar realm of traditional EM
benchmarks, we propose a robust asset allocation framework
motivated by three observations. First, EM asset returns can be
highly correlated across asset classes but heterogeneous
among regions and countries. As diversification is the only “free
lunch” in investing, we believe EM portfolio construction could
benefit from a more calculated, risk-based approach. Second,
emerging markets often suffer from bouts of short-term
volatility, creating more opportunities due to market mispricing;
a value-driven perspective helps harvest EM risk premia more
efficiently. Third, because of the relatively more nascent and
evolving nature of EM financial markets, we believe market
capitalization weights in emerging markets are less likely to be
good indicators for expected returns than those in mature
developed markets. In other words, an EM portfolio based
purely on market cap is more likely to be suboptimal in our view.
Our portfolio construction framework comprises two key

Given the diversity of the EM universe, we do not believe there is
a single ideal approach to investing in this space; rather, there is
a variety of perspectives, investor-specific objectives and
constraints that drive different methodologies to portfolio
construction. Investors can adapt the proposed framework
to incorporate their assumptions and investment
beliefs regarding:
•• Choice of building blocks and their relative importance
•• Granularity design and risk definition, and hence the most
effective method to achieve diversification
•• Investment horizon and modelling of expected returns
•• Unique constraints, such as the investment universe (e.g.,
countries, asset classes or public versus private markets),
the use of leverage, or the correlation to other assets in
their portfolios
Despite these nuances, we show that a valuation-aware riskbased approach offers a robust allocation to EM assets. With
an illustrative hypothetical case study, we highlight that the
resulting portfolios may yield higher risk-adjusted returns, with
not only shallower drawdowns but also better diversification
benefits, as measured by their betas to a 60/40 DM portfolio.1
Last, it is important to note that our goal is not to get into the
weeds and develop a complete EM trading strategy. That would
require an in-depth analysis of various issues, including trading
signals, correlation clustering, rebalancing frequency, turnover,
transaction costs, market liquidity and scalability. Instead, we
keep a broader focus and propose an intuitive and practical
approach to emerging markets that offers promise for those
who remain skeptical of the merits of EM investing.
This paper is divided into five sections. First, we provide a
review of the literature on asset allocation in EM portfolios.
Second, we perform an extensive analysis of market cap EM

building blocks:

indices and highlight their drawbacks. Third, we introduce our

1. A risk-based anchoring portfolio with balanced risk budgets

covariance estimator, risk budgets and valuation models).

across asset classes and regions
2. A valuation-aware overlay reflecting expected return signals
(based on value and carry, for example)

asset allocation framework and specify a parametrization (i.e.,
Fourth, we show a hypothetical backtest of our framework and
provide an explanation of why it outperformed the market cap
benchmark. Finally, we provide a detailed conclusion.

1 In this paper, we define the 60/40 DM portfolio as 60% MSCI World Total Return Index and 40% Bloomberg Barclays Global Agg USD Hedged Index.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Research related to EM investing focuses primarily on ways to
improve performance within a specific asset class, most
commonly equities. Lamm (2011) reviews the deficiencies of
cap-weighted indices for EM public equities and recommends a
simple equal-country weighting approach. Melas and
Subramanian (2012) review more sophisticated risk premia
strategy indices of EM equities, including some based on
measures of fundamentals and value, liquidity and economic
exposures. Plagge (2015) introduces innovative ways to harvest
EM risk premia through DM-listed companies, which generate
significant revenues in emerging markets.
On nonequity EM assets, Erb et al. (1999) examine the role of
EM bonds in global portfolios. Their paper describes in detail
EM bonds’ high volatility, negative skewness and low but
increasing correlation with existing asset classes. Ladekarl and
Peters (2013) study the common risk factor in major EM
benchmarks: currencies. Brooks et al. (2020) introduce a
systematic approach for harvesting carry, defensive,
momentum and valuation premia in the EM fixed
income market.
Literature on multi-asset investing in emerging markets is
considerably less extensive. Bisat (2010) discusses the secular
investment thesis for EM investments and the case for why

3

1. Traditional benchmarks in
Emerging Markets
In this section, we provide the historical performance of market
cap benchmarks in emerging markets and analyze their merits
for asset allocation. We evaluate the benchmarks by looking at
their regional/country concentration, their relation to
macroeconomic variables, and their implied expected returns.
Last, we analyze the performance impact of including these
benchmarks in a 60/40 allocation to developed markets.
We focus our analysis on three public EM asset classes:
equities, currencies and local bonds.2 To separate the impact of
currencies, equities are represented by the USD-hedged MSCI
Emerging Markets Index, and local bonds are based on the
USD-hedged J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index. Currencies (FX)
are a separate asset class, represented by the J.P. Morgan
EMLI+ Index. The choice of benchmarks corresponds to the
most common indices used by mutual funds and exchangetraded funds, according to Morningstar.3
Exhibit 1 summarizes the historical performance of the selected
benchmarks. Since 2007, equities have had the highest return,
followed by local bonds and FX. However, after adjusting for
volatility, FX has had the lowest Sharpe ratio and bonds
the highest.

fixed income and foreign exchange, as separate EM asset
classes, can provide beta and alpha excess returns. Baz et al.
(2019) compare the merits of EM and DM assets and conclude

Exhibit 1: Historical performance of EM asset classes

that estimated returns in emerging markets compare favorably

Equity

Local bonds

FX

to those in developed markets across equity, currencies and

Sharpe

0.27

0.62

0.06

fixed income. Our paper seeks to contribute to this area with a

Excess return

4.5%

2.6%

0.4%

holistic framework for building a multi-asset EM portfolio that

Standard deviation

16.6%

4.2%

6.5%

can be tailored to different investor needs.

Maximum drawdown

53.8%

7.4%

18.9%

Beta to equity

1.00

0.10

0.30

Source: Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan Markets, GIC Economics and Investment
Strategy (EIS) department and PIMCO. Based on monthly returns from
January 2007 to September 2020. Sharpe ratios and excess return data are
based on the 1-month U.S. dollar Libor rate.

2 Within EM public assets, we exclude hard currency debt, as it is closely related to DM duration, and EM corporate debt. We imagine adding those assets would be
additive, but we leave it to future research. EM private markets such as private real estate, private equity and infrastructure are increasingly important sources of
return and diversification. For those investors who have the resources and access to gain exposure in EM private markets, forming a multi-asset portfolio spanning
public and private markets may be beneficial.
3 As of September 2020
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These EM asset classes display unique behavior relative to their

Next, we briefly summarize the index methodologies for the

developed market counterparts. As central banks in developed

three EM asset classes:

markets have broadly pursued some form of inflation targeting,

•• The MSCI EM Index comprises 26 EM countries and focuses

the stock-bond correlation has fallen dramatically over time. In

on large- to mid-cap stocks. MSCI uses free-float market

addition to DM bonds, DM currencies are often seen as another

capitalization to calculate the index weights. Moreover, MSCI

source of diversification to stocks because they can benefit

haircuts the weights to reflect the proportion accessible to

from flight-to-quality behavior in risk-off markets. Contrary to

foreign investors. This index is estimated to cover almost

what investors observe in developed markets, Exhibit 2 shows

85% of the free-float market cap in each country it includes.

that EM asset classes are quite correlated to one another. FX is
highly correlated to equities (0.74), the stock-bond correlation is
positive and relatively high (0.39), and local bonds and

•• The J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index weights 16 EM
countries by market cap, excluding countries with explicit

currencies exhibit substantial correlation to each other (0.56).

capital controls. The index invests in liquid fixed-coupon

Having the lowest correlation to the other asset classes, bonds

bonds with no optionality that mature in more than

would appear to offer the most diversification benefit of the

13 months.

three. However, given the strong positive correlations across all
these asset classes and bouts of short-term volatility that often

•• The J.P. Morgan ELMI+ Index weights are based on a three-

occur in emerging markets, it is no wonder that macro-

year rolling average of exports and imports. For convertible

contagion tail risks remain a key concern for EM investors.

currencies, the maximum allowed weight is 10%; for
countries with nonconvertible currencies or onshore
investing restrictions, the limit is 2%. The instrument of

Exhibit 2: Historical correlation of EM asset classes
Equity

Local bonds

FX

Equity

1.00

0.39

0.74

Local bonds

0.39

1.00

0.56

FX

0.74

0.56

1.00

choice is nondeliverable FX forwards (NDFs), but the index
can also invest in liquid deposit markets or Treasury bills if
NDFs are unavailable. The index covers 24 countries.
Although the methodologies ensure that the indices are
trackable by foreign investors, the relative weights of each
individual market within these indices should be questioned.

Source: Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan Markets, GIC EIS and PIMCO.
Based on monthly returns from January 2007 to September 2020.

For example, the weights by region for each index highlight
inconsistent allocation across benchmarks (Exhibit 3). The
equity and debt indices have completely different country/
regional exposures compared with the ELMI+.

Exhibit 3: Regional weights of traditional indices
Americas

Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO as of September 2020
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We examine other weighting schemes and compare them with

respective regions. Before 2013, ELMI+ had a larger exposure to

the market cap- and trade-weighted indices. For equity and

EMEA while underweighting Asia. Last, the local bond index

debt, we choose GDP, as the size of the economy can

weightings bear little resemblance to the GDP weights.

potentially be an indicator of how developed the local financial
markets are. For FX, we refer to the traded volume not only in
the spot market but also the derivative markets.4 In Exhibit 4, we
show the regional weights for GDP and FX volumes. Compared
with Exhibit 3, the alternative weightings tend to be stable and
both schemes seem to be consistent with each other, as

Furthermore, we look at the risk attribution rather than notional
allocation by region (Exhibit 5) and country (Exhibit 6) for each
index. We find an even greater inconsistency among
benchmarks. In the latest rolling estimation, the FX index
approximately equally weights regions, the equity index mostly
allocated to Asia, and the local bond index roughly equally

regions are represented in similar proportions. Looking at
particular indices, the MSCI EM Index tends to overweight Asia

weights the Americas and EMEA while ignoring Asia.

and underweight EMEA when compared with the GDP of
Exhibit 4: GDP and FX weights by region
Americas
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2014

2002

2020

2018

2016

2014

2012

2010

2008

2006

2004

2002

0

2012

0.2

2008

0.4

2006

0.6

2004

0.8

EMEA

FX volume weighted

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

2010

GDP weighted

1

Asia

Source: Bloomberg and BIS Triennial Central Bank Survey as of September 2020

Exhibit 5: Rolling 36-month risk decomposition of traditional indices by region
Americas

Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO as of September 2020. Covariance based on monthly returns.

4 We use the BIS Triennial Central Bank Survey, which calculates the total traded volume in spot markets, swaps, outright forwards, options and other instruments.
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Exhibit 6: Risk decomposition of traditional indices by country
FX

Equity

Local bonds

25%

Risk contribution

20
15
10
5
0

CN

KR

BR

TW

RU

IN

ZA

MX

TR

TH

PL
Country

CL

ID

MY

HU

CZ

PH

CO

PE

IL

SG

Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO. Covariance based on monthly returns from January 2007 to September 2020. Risk decomposition
corresponds to the marginal volatility of each country in its corresponding benchmark.

Exhibit 7 reveals several interesting investment inconsistencies

Exhibit 7: Returns implied by traditional benchmarks

implied by the EM benchmarks. Here we estimate the expected

Country

returns implied by the benchmark weights, following the

Taiwan

methodology in Black and Litterman (1992). The MSCI EM

China

Index exhibits a low dispersion in returns that is inconsistent

Colombia

with the high dispersion in earnings yields in emerging markets

Brazil

(Baz et al. 2019). Regarding the ELMI+ Index, currency returns

Korea

are mostly unrelated to the implied returns of equities – a

India

2.5%

5.9%

–

finding that is at odds with the historically high correlation

Poland

5.0%

5.5%

0.8%

between EM currencies and equities. This suggests that the

South Africa

8.7%

5.5%

1.9%

benchmark weighting schemes are inconsistent with one

Peru

1.4%

5.3%

–

another. Moreover, the implied FX returns appear to be more

Turkey

5.0%

5.3%

13.4%

diverse than the equity returns, although one would expect

Chile

5.9%

5.1%

–

5

ELMI+

MSCI EM

GBI-EM

1.3%

6.5%

–

2.1%

6.3%

0.9%

7.8%

6.2%

1.6%

7.2%

6.2%

4.0%

2.1%

6.1%

–

equity returns to be more diverse, given the empirical evidence.

Indonesia

4.6%

4.9%

–

Finally, the local bond index implies a very large return for one

Thailand

2.9%

4.8%

–

country, Turkey, while it concentrates all the other countries

Czech Republic

4.8%

4.7%

1.0%

around a level close to the overall index return.

Philippines

0.9%

4.6%

–

Hungary

5.3%

4.6%

0.9%

Mexico

8.0%

3.7%

1.8%

To summarize, after deeper inspection of these traditional EM
benchmarks, we believe that their use may lead to suboptimal
allocations, as they are concentrated in only a few countries,
lack consistency across asset classes and do not seem to
reflect economic fundamentals.

Russia

6.9%

3.5%

1.4%

Malaysia

2.5%

2.9%

0.5%

Singapore

2.2%

–

–

Israel

1.7%

–

–

Total

4.2%

5.9%

1.7%

Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, GIC EIS and PIMCO as of 30 September 2020. Covariance is based on monthly returns from January 2007 to
September 2020.

5 We assume the indices’ expected returns match our proposed models in Appendix A1.
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HISTORICAL RECORD OF REPLACING DM
ASSETS FOR EM ASSETS BASED ON
TRADITIONAL BENCHMARKS

convinced that emerging markets should merit a position
within their strategic asset allocation. Central to this belief is the
opportunity cost of making an EM allocation. As developed

For purposes of comparing the results of our proposed
framework with a multi-asset EM allocation made up of
standard indices, we will use a benchmark that allocates 46% to
the MSCI Emerging Market Index (with no currency hedging)
and 54% to the USD-hedged J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index.
The choice of indices and the currency hedging6 are consistent
with our definition of the 60/40 DM portfolio, while the weights
are such that the benchmark has a beta of 1 to the 60/40 DM
portfolio. From the perspective of the Capital Asset Pricing
Model (CAPM), an investor would be indifferent to replacing a
60/40 DM portfolio with the proposed 46/54 EM benchmark.
This benchmark has annually returned 3.8% in excess of cash
with 11.4% standard deviation since 2007. (Throughout this
article, we use the 1-month Libor rate as a proxy for cash and
Sharpe ratio calculations.) Although more than half of the
benchmark is invested in bonds, equity and FX dominate the
risk contribution, as shown in Exhibit 8. Furthermore, Asia
dominates EMEA and the Americas, with more than 50% of the
overall regional risk.

market assets have performed admirably, the perception is that
these EM benchmarks have failed to keep pace. Skeptics point
out that reallocating DM assets to these EM benchmarks has
not resulted in return or diversification benefits and has come
at the cost of greater illiquidity and substantial volatility. Exhibit
9 provides some evidence for these claims by reporting both
the returns and the Sharpe ratios for the 60/40 DM portfolio
that reallocates pro rata to each of the EM benchmarks. The
Sharpe ratio reveals that an allocation to EM equities, while
offering almost the same returns as a developed market
portfolio, comes with the cost of a reduction in portfolio
efficiency due to the correlation with DM equities, leading to a
substantial increase in portfolio volatility. The case for EM FX
fares even worse than EM equities, with the exhibit suggesting
that investors have not benefited from either return or
diversification in the historical sample. Naturally, the 46/54 EM
benchmark sits between equities and local bonds but closer to
equities, as the portfolio risk is dominated by equities. Among
the EM benchmarks considered here, EM local bonds would
seem to offer the most compelling case, as an allocation would

Although each of the EM benchmarks we have discussed has

have resulted in a substantial pickup in portfolio efficiency due

delivered positive returns historically, skeptical investors are not

to a large reduction in volatility.

Exhibit 8: Market cap benchmark’s risk contribution broken down by asset class and region
Portfolio weights

Risk contribution
2.0%

34.7%

46.5%
53.5%

Portfolio weights

Risk contribution

40.9%

47.3%

Local bonds

Equity

37.7%

50.7%
24.4%

Equity (FX unhedged)

28.2%

FX

Local bonds

Americas

34.1%
Asia

EMEA

Americas

Asia

EMEA

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, GIC EIS and PIMCO as of 30 September 2020.

6 Similar to our 60/40 DM definition, we picked an EM equity index and an EM local bond index. Moreover, we hedged the currency exposure of the fixed income index
and left the currency exposure of the equity index unhedged.
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Exhibit 9: Return and diversification benefits of including EM benchmarks in a traditional DM portfolio
EM equity

Returns from reallocating DM to EM benchmarks

EM FX

EM multi-asset

Sharpe ratio from reallocating DM to EM benchmarks
0.54

5.00%
4.80

Portfolio Sharpe ratio

Portfolio excess return

EM local bonds

4.60
4.40
4.20
4.00
3.80

0.52
0.50
0.48
0.46
0.44
0.42
0.40

3.60
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

1

x% Reallocated from DM 60/40 benchmark to EM

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

x% Reallocated from DM 60/40 benchmark to EM

Source: Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan Markets, GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based on monthly returns from January 2007 to September 2020. EM Equity is the MSCI EM Index,
EM Local Bonds is the J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index, FX is the J.P. Morgan ELMI+ Index, EM Multi-Asset is 46% to the MSCI Emerging Market Index
(with no currency hedging) and 54% to the USD-hedged J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index.

Exhibit 10: Ex ante estimated excess returns for EM
equities and EM FX with market cap index weights

Exhibit 10 uses simple yet broadly accepted valuation models

that EM equities and FX have become increasingly attractive as

6

ex ante expected returns have risen over time. As Exhibit 1

4
2

overall average of the ex ante expected return for EM equities

0

derived from the valuation model. The table also showed that

-2

If we view history through the lens of these valuation models
and take the conclusions seriously, both EM equities and EM FX
benchmarks would seem to offer much higher expected returns
in the future than they delivered in the past 15 years.
Furthermore, current froth in developed market valuations
means the expected return differential between emerging and
developed markets has grown, making the case for an EM
allocation (Baz et al. 2019).

7 See Appendix A1 for more details of the expected return models.

2020

2019

2018

2016

2015

2014

Exhibit 10.

-4
2013

2020, near the average of the ex ante expected return in

2007

EM FX delivered 0.90% of excess return over the period 2007–

2012

throughout the period 2007–2020, broadly consistent with the

2011

shows, EM equities delivered 4.5% excess return over cash

Equities

8

2010

the optimization proposed later in the paper.7 The models imply

2009

benchmark returns. We will use the same valuation models in

2008

to provide some additional perspective on historical EM

FX
10%

2017

EM BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE FROM A
VALUATION PERSPECTIVE

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO. Monthly data from
January 2007 to September 2020. Estimated returns are based on the J.P. Morgan
ELMI+ Index and the MSCI Emerging Market Index.
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2. Introducing the portfolio
construction framework

general, more granular levers allow investors to have finer

To overcome some of the issues of traditional EM benchmarks,

blunt aggregated benchmarks. However, this precision is a

we propose an asset allocation framework with two building

double-edged sword, as the gains from increased flexibility

blocks. First, we construct a portfolio with the single objective

often come at the cost of model misspecification, overfitting

of maximizing diversification. Second, we override the resulting

and challenges to implementation. We embrace the general

portfolio in the previous block by allowing tilts based on

principle of Occam’s razor, making the approach simple and

expected returns within a tracking error budget. Again, we note

parsimonious by focusing on the critical levers that we believe

that the framework is modular in the sense that an investor may

truly matter. We argue that EM risk should be clustered by asset

choose to use one or both building blocks.

class and region/countries. Exhibit 11 provides some evidence

control of key sources of return and risk, and to tailor portfolios
to specific objectives; this breaks the constraints imposed by

for this claim by showing that the correlation within an asset

BUILDING BLOCK 1: A RISK-BASED GRANULAR
APPROACH TO ACHIEVE MORE EFFICIENT
DIVERSIFICATION

class/region pair tends to be higher than the correlation across
different regions or assets. As an example, the average
correlation within Americas FX is 0.52, whereas the average
correlation between Americas FX and Asian equities is 0.39.

Rather than treating emerging markets as a single return

Additional evidence can be found in Appendix A2.

stream in the portfolio, we evaluated regional exposures by
asset class in order to achieve effective diversification. In

Exhibit 11: Historical within- and cross-correlation by region and asset class
Americas
FX
FX

Bonds

Equity

EMEA

Asia

Americas

EMEA

Asia

Americas

EMEA

Asia

Americas

EMEA

Asia

0.52

0.47

0.45

0.47

0.55

0.46

0.45

0.46

0.49

Bonds

0.21

0.14

0.01

0.11

0.10

-0.05

0.18

0.15

0.05

Equity

0.40

0.37

0.39

0.39

0.36

0.37

0.35

0.32

0.39

FX

0.21

0.11

0.18

0.14

0.10

0.15

0.01

-0.05

0.05

Bonds

0.39

0.37

0.34

0.37

0.51

0.39

0.34

0.39

0.51

Equity

0.16

0.12

0.13

0.07

0.08

0.09

-0.07

-0.08

-0.04

FX

0.40

0.39

0.35

0.37

0.36

0.32

0.39

0.37

0.39

Bonds

0.16

0.07

-0.07

0.12

0.08

-0.08

0.13

0.09

-0.04

Equity

0.50

0.44

0.45

0.44

0.48

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.52

Source: GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based on monthly excess returns from January 2007 to September 2020. Average correlation excludes values equal to 1. The
maximum value within each asset class/region pair is highlighted in gray. Bonds refers to bonds issued in local currency. EM Equity is the MSCI EM Index, EM
Local Bonds is the J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index, FX is the J.P. Morgan ELMI+ Index.
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Our first building block uses a risk parity-like objective to

Maillard et al. 2010) have shown it is a more robust approach,

construct a more risk-balanced EM portfolio. It can be shown

potentially achieving higher diversification and returns.

that risk parity is also mean-variance optimal under certain

One important question is how we define assets to equate their

conditions, most notably when the Sharpe ratios of each of the

risk contribution. We will use asset/country combinations as

assets are all equal and the correlations are the same (Baz and

building blocks and assign risk budgets across regions,

Guo, 2017). Risk parity is often viewed as a form of “robust”

countries and asset classes. Exhibit 12 illustrates how the total

portfolio construction, in which investors have low confidence

risk is allocated in our ERC approach versus a market cap

in their ability to predict returns and therefore naively assume

benchmark. As in Exhibit 2, EM equities and currencies are

that Sharpe ratios are equal. Risk parity centers the portfolio

much more correlated with one another than with local bonds,

construction process around the main principle underlying

implying that local bonds are the most unique asset class

modern portfolio theory: diversification. Different approaches

among the three. Noting this characteristic, we make an effort

can be used to improve diversification. The most basic is the

to improve the diversification across emerging markets by

1/N strategy, which equally weights the assets in the investment

setting our objective function to target a risk contribution of

universe. A naive risk parity implementation weights assets by

50% from bonds, 25% from equity and 25% from currency. The

their volatility, but this ignores correlation, causing

rationale is that each of the unique risk premia (bonds versus

concentrated positions in highly correlated assets. A more

equity and currency) will take half of the risk allocation. Then,

thoughtful implementation is the equal risk contribution (ERC)

within the more cyclical risk premia of equity and currency, we

portfolio, which equates the risk contribution of each asset.

again allocate half of the risk to each.

This implementation partly corrects for highly-correlated
assets. We will use ERC, as other researchers (Qian 2005 and

Exhibit 12: Risk contribution by asset class and region for the market cap benchmark and the proposed risk
parity portfolio
46/54 EM benchmark

Risk targeting portfolio
Equity

FX

B

Asia

EMEA

Americas

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: GIC EIS and PIMCO as of September 2020. Area is proportional to the risk contribution.

Equity

FX

Local bonds
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We emphasize that this approach is designed to be simple,

To summarize the first building block, we construct a portfolio

intuitive and empirically justifiable, and there are many

in which total risk is allocated 50% to bonds, 25% to equities

alternative methods that could be devised to target specific

and 25% to FX, while regions’ risk contribution is equally

diversification objectives. Meucci (2009) and Choueifaty and

weighted. Moreover, within each asset class/region pair, we

Coignard (2008) describe several alternative methods for

equate the risk contribution of individual countries. The

achieving greater diversification in portfolios. Furthermore,

covariance matrix is based on a 36-month rolling window and is

many EM countries have tight economic linkages, export

shrunk to the average of asset classes and regions. Longer-

specific commodities to global markets and are characterized

term risk metrics lead to more stable notional weightings in a

by unique industrial expertise, which may lead to deeper

portfolio but less responsive risk weighting. Finally, the resulting

insights when modeling the correlation structure; we leave that

portfolio does not employ any leverage, but it can be levered to

to future research.

achieve a target volatility. As with other examples, investors can

Risk-based portfolio construction critically depends on
accurately estimating and optimizing around a definition of risk.
We focus on accurately estimating the second moments of the
distribution: volatility and correlation. Andersen et al. (2003)
showed that a historical covariance calculated using high
frequency returns is one of the best forward-looking estimators
of covariance. Given data availability, we use monthly returns
with a 36-month rolling window; this gives enough data points
to reliably estimate volatilities and correlations while ensuring
that these estimates do not vary too much on a month-tomonth basis.
One consequence of a risk-based approach is that risk is timevarying and can lead to instabilities in portfolio construction,
making practical implementation a challenge. A solution is to
smooth out these instabilities by shrinking the covariance
matrix, as proposed by Ledoit and Wolf (2003). This process
averages the sample covariance matrix with a target
covariance matrix, which can be estimated using a longer
horizon window or a factor model. Engle and Kelly (2012)
propose shrinking the covariance matrix by assuming all
pairwise (or groupwise) correlations are constant at each time
period. Following the latter principle, we average the
correlations within each asset class/region pair, which is
consistent with our risk parity objective and the clustering of
correlations observed in emerging markets. Furthermore, we
also shrink volatilities by averaging the asset volatility with the
pairwise average volatility of asset classes and regions.

customize these choices to fit their own objectives
and constraints.

BUILDING BLOCK 2: CONSTRUCTING A
VALUATION-AWARE DYNAMIC OVERLAY
The risk-based approach described in the first building block is
determined solely by diversification considerations and is
agnostic to expected returns. In this section, we introduce a
methodology to incorporate information on expected returns,
allowing investors to tilt away from the view-agnostic risk
parity portfolio.
We use signals for estimated expected returns based on value
and carry. Carry, value and momentum are well-known signals
of future returns (Baz et al. 2015); however, we exclude
momentum, as it is short-lived and we want to maintain a longterm perspective when introducing tilts. For equities, we use
value, measured as the difference between earnings yield and
Treasury real yield. For local bonds, we focus on carry and
roll-down, which reflect the level and slope of the yield curve.
For FX, we use both carry, defined as the difference in shortterm real interest rates, and value, which accounts for
deviations in purchasing power parity (PPP) by including
productivity differentials, sovereign risk, terms of trade and
long-term real rate differentials. In Appendix A1, we provide
further details for each of these models.
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Once we have a model for expected returns, we can construct

To maintain the diversification benefits of the benchmark, we

the portfolio to tilt toward higher-returning assets and away

can extend the tracking error constraint to regions and/or asset

from lower-returning ones, to maximize excess returns within a

classes. Although in Section 3 we explore different

tracking error budget. Why do we impose a tracking error

combinations of these constraints, our baseline adds a tracking

constraint? Expected return modeling, no matter how

error budget for each asset class. For example, the equity

sophisticated, suffers from a great amount of uncertainty.

sleeve in the resulting portfolio will have a tracking error relative

Because a standard mean-variance optimization takes return

to the benchmark’s equity allocation within a given limit. The

projections as the single most important input, it often leads to

tracking error budget equals 25% of the corresponding

concentrated allocations. Setting a tracking error constraint is a

benchmark’s volatility.

way to express humility in our forecasts. The size of the
8

tracking error could be adjusted to be proportional to the
forecast conviction and investor skills.
On the most basic setup, we impose a tracking error constraint

3. Bringing it all together: A case study
comparing the advocated and
traditional approaches

on the overall portfolio proportional to the benchmark’s

To illustrate our proposed asset allocation framework, we run a

volatility, and we restrict short positions. The optimization is

backtest from January 2007 to September 2020, using the

also constrained to normalize weights to 1; however, because

parameters described in Section 2 and rebalancing every

the underlying positions are derivatives, we can lever the

month. For a better comparison of return and risk, we rescale

portfolio to target a volatility.

our portfolios to match the volatility of the 46/54 EM

The optimization problem is written in Equations 1–4.

benchmark.9 Exhibit 13 shows that each building block
improves upon the market cap portfolio on three fronts. First,
risk parity and valuation-aware risk parity portfolios offer better
risk-adjusted returns, with Sharpe ratios of 0.60 and 0.81,
respectively, compared with the 46/54 EM benchmark Sharpe
ratio of 0.32. Second, tail-risk metrics are better. The 46/54 EM
benchmark registered a maximum drawdown of 37% during the
global financial crisis (GFC), while risk parity and valuation-

where w is a vector of asset weights, b corresponds to the
weights from the risk-based benchmark obtained in the first
building block, s is the volatility multiplier for the tracking error
constraint, E[r] are the expected returns and Σ̂ is the expected
covariance matrix.

aware risk parity experienced only 27% and 25%, respectively.
Third, equity diversification is higher. The market cap
benchmark’s beta to the 60/40 DM portfolio decreases from
1.00 to 0.70 and 0.71 for risk parity and valuation-aware risk
parity strategies, respectively.

8 Alternative methodologies, such as robust optimization with uncertainty penalty, can also be used to address the issues of forecasting uncertainty. We will not discuss
them in detail in this study because they belong to another family of optimization problems – that assuming no view-agnostic target allocation.
9 In Section 1, we defined this benchmark as the portfolio that has 1 beta to the 60/40 DM portfolio, so it can be seen as a replacement for a multi-asset DM portfolio.
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Exhibit 13: Backtest results from January 2007 to September 2020

Strategy
46/54 market cap benchmark

Sharpe

Excess
return

Standard
deviation

Maximum
drawdown

EM equity
beta

DM
60/40 beta

Total
notional
value

0.32

3.7%

11.4%

36.7%

0.66

1.00

1.46

Equity

0.27

4.5%

16.6%

53.8%

1.00

1.44

1.00

FX

0.06

0.4%

6.5%

18.9%

0.30

0.49

1.00

Local bonds

0.62

2.6%

4.2%

7.4%

0.10

0.19

1.00

0.60

6.8%

11.4%

27.2%

0.43

0.70

3.00

0.25

4.1%

16.6%

54.1%

0.95

1.44

1.11

FX

0.13

0.8%

6.5%

16.4%

0.30

0.49

0.92

Local Bonds

0.75

3.1%

4.2%

8.9%

-0.01

0.00

1.27

Module 1: risk parity
Equity

Module 2: valuation-aware risk parity

0.81

9.3%

11.4%

24.7%

0.44

0.71

2.72

0.32

5.4%

16.6%

53.3%

0.95

1.41

1.04

FX

0.38

2.5%

6.5%

14.7%

0.29

0.48

0.81

Local bonds

0.88

3.6%

4.2%

7.2%

-0.01

0.01

1.12

Equity

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO. The performance returns do not include fees and charges and would be lower if applied.
The Exhibit is provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the past or future performance of any PIMCO product.

Comparing the asset class sleeves of risk parity with the 46/54
EM portfolio, local bonds improve both on risk-adjusted returns

Exhibit 14: Stock-bond correlation versus local
bond volatility

and diversification. The Sharpe ratio increases from 0.62 to

BRL
1

0.19 to 0.00. Risk parity is particularly effective for local bonds,
as lower-volatility countries tend to have higher Sharpe ratios
and better diversification properties. Exhibit 14 shows that the
stock-bond correlation tends to be lower for low volatility EM
bonds. By overweighting low volatility bonds, risk parity reduces
the portfolio correlation to risk assets, improving its
diversification. This observation is consistent with low-beta
factor (Frazzini and Pedersen 2014) where constrained
investors tend to underweight low beta assets, ultimately
boosting their returns. Low volatility bonds not only offer higher
Sharpe ratios but also improve portfolio diversification. Note
that equities and currencies perform almost the same as in the
market cap benchmark. However, the risk parity sleeves offer a
better distribution of risk across regions and countries
by construction.

Local stock-bond correlation (3-year rolling)

0.75, while the beta to the 60/40 DM portfolio decreases from

CLP CNY CZK HUF INR KRW MXN MYR PLN THB

ZAR

0.8

R2 = 0.1834

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

3.0%

3.5%

4.0%

4.5%

Local bond volatiltiy (3-year rolling)

Source: GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based on monthly data from January 2007 to
September 2020. Data is based on country subindices of the MSCI EM Index
and the J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Index. Volatility is measured by
standard deviation.
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Exhibit 15: Risk contribution for all modules
80%

Risk contribution

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Americas

Asia
Region

EMEA

Equity

FX
Asset class

Market cap

Risk party

Local bonds

Valuation-aware risk party

35%
30
Risk contribution

25
20
15
10
5
0

BR

ZA

KR

TW

CN

MX

IN

TR

RU

TH

CL

PL

HU

PH

CZ

ID

MY

CO

PE

IL

SG

Country

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, GIC EIS and MSCI as of September 2020. The Exhibit is provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the
past or future performance of any PIMCO product.

In Exhibit 15, we confirm that our framework produces ex post

weights. In contrast to the returns implied by market cap (as

risk contributions that are consistent with the ex ante targets.

shown in Exhibit 9), we find that the range of equity returns is

Regions are equally weighted, while asset classes are roughly

much larger, the correlation between equity and currency is

50% local bonds, 25% currencies and 25% equities.

higher, and there are no outliers in local bonds. Moreover,

Additionally, the risk parity portfolio balances the allocation to

equity exhibits the highest returns, followed by currency and

individual countries, with the top five countries accounting for

bonds; this is more consistent with the rank ordering implied by

41% of the total risk, in contrast to the top five countries in the

the CAPM for these markets exhibiting the betas shown in

46/54 EM market cap portfolio, which account for 70% of the

Exhibit 1.

risk. This diversification at the country level helps mitigate
frequent idiosyncratic shocks in emerging markets.

These results serve to indicate that the 25%/25%/50% risk
budget assignments to EM equity, currency and local bond risk

Interestingly, the proposed framework delivers a more

are at least as appropriate as the investment implications

intuitively consistent portfolio than the 46/54 EM benchmark.

embedded in the 46/54 EM market cap benchmark.

In Exhibit 16, we estimate the returns implied by the risk parity
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Turning to the valuation-aware risk parity approach, we find that

Exhibit 16: Returns implied by risk parity
Country

it outperforms risk parity for every asset class, implying that

ELMI+

MSCI EM

GBI-EM

Brazil

6.9%

12.2%

2.5%

Colombia

7.8%

10.8%

–

India

2.3%

9.9%

2.3%

Peru

1.6%

9.9%

–

Poland

4.9%

9.9%

1.4%

Chile

6.4%

9.6%

1.2%

drawdown, respectively. Moreover, the region and asset class

Czech Republic

4.7%

9.5%

2.0%

risk contributions are the same. At the country level, risk

Turkey

4.4%

9.4%

–

contributions are slightly more concentrated (see Exhibit 15),

Philippines

1.0%

9.1%

–

with the top five countries contributing 45%, compared with

Thailand

2.8%

9.0%

0.9%

Hungary

5.3%

9.0%

1.7%

Further investigation of the drawdown behavior during

South Africa

8.6%

8.7%

1.9%

historical EM risk-off events reveals the sizable benefit of

Taiwan

1.4%

8.6%

–

adopting a risk-based approach. Recall that for comparison

Indonesia

4.4%

8.5%

–

purposes each of the portfolios is scaled to match the volatility

Korea

2.3%

8.5%

0.7%

Mexico

7.3%

6.9%

1.8%

China

2.1%

6.7%

0.9%

Russia

6.5%

6.3%

–

Malaysia

2.5%

5.1%

1.0%

46/54 EM benchmark, the risk-based hypothetical portfolios

Singapore

2.2%

–

1.0%

strongly outperformed the benchmark. In addition, the benefit

Israel

1.7%

–

0.8%

from moving beyond a risk-based objective and tilting the

Total

4.2%

5.9%

1.7%

carry and value signals are relevant in forecasting returns
during our sample. Equity’s Sharpe ratio increases from 0.25 to
0.32, currency’s from 0.13 to 0.38 and bonds’ from 0.75 to 0.88,
as shown in Exhibit 13. The valuation-aware approach has the
same diversification and tail-risk characteristics, as evidenced
by the beta to the 60/40 DM portfolio and the maximum

41% in the risk parity approach.

of the market benchmark, corresponding to 11.4% in the
sample. If returns are approximately normally distributed, one
would expect the tail behavior of the three portfolios to be
similar. However, Exhibit 17 shows that the drawdown behavior
is strikingly different. Across all significant drawdowns of the

portfolio toward cheaper assets results in even better

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, GIC EIS and PIMCO as of
31 August 2020. Covariance based on monthly returns from January 2007 to
September 2020.

performance in choppy markets. In this regard, the proposed
framework should help alleviate investor concerns about macro
contagion in EM portfolios.

Exhibit 17: Historical performance conditional on benchmark’s drawdowns
Drawdown Period

10/2007 - 2/2009

4/2011 - 9/2011

8/2014 - 1/2016

1/2018 - 10/2018

12/2019 - 3/2020

46/54 Market cap benchmark

-36.7%

-11.7%

-15.8%

-12.7%

-12.3%

Module1: Risk parity

-20.3%

1.7%

-10.8%

-7.4%

-5.0%

Module 2: Valuation-aware risk parity

-13.1%

2.3%

-7.0%

-6.9%

-5.9%

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based on monthly data from January 2007 to September 2020. Benchmark’s drawdowns defined as a drop from peak to trough
of at least 1 standard deviation (11.4%). Performance returns do not include fees and charges and would be lower if applied. The Exhibit is provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the past or future performance of any PIMCO product.
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In Exhibit 18, we show the weights of the valuation-aware risk

We also examine the strategy’s robustness to different tracking

parity approach by region and asset class. On average, the

error constraints. As briefly mentioned in Section 2, the size of

strategy allocates 29% to equity, 51% to currency and 192% to

the tracking error budget can be determined based on skill and

bonds, for a total notional value of 272%. This approach

conviction in the return projections. Moreover, the approach to

employs less leverage than risk parity, with a duration 1.1 years

imposing tracking error constraints also matters. The less

lower, equivalent to 23% less notional exposure. An important

restrictive constraint controls for tracking error only at the

detail, which we have overlooked so far, is that we report the

portfolio level. Additionally, we can include a tracking error

total notional of the 46/54 EM benchmark as 146% (see Exhibit

budget by asset class, region or both. We find that the Sharpe

13). If we consider allocations to equity, bonds and FX

ratio of the portfolio decreases as we include more tracking

independent to one another, then a portfolio invested 100% in

error constraints, implying that the valuation signals provide

equities issued in a foreign currency will have a total notional of

value not only within asset classes but also across asset

200%, as it is exposed 100% to equities and 100% to a foreign

classes. As shown in Exhibit 19, the Sharpe ratio ranges from

currency. This is exactly how we aggregate the total notional

0.86 for the less restrictive strategy to 0.74 for the strategy

value for the proposed strategies; hence, to be consistent, the

constraining tracking error at the overall, regional and asset

46/54 EM benchmark total notional value sums to 146%. To put

class levels. Furthermore, Exhibit 20 shows that Sharpe ratios

the leverage of the proposed strategies in perspective, the total

decrease as the tracking error budget becomes tighter, for all

notional value of risk parity is 2.1 times larger than the 46/54

combinations of tracking error constraints. Binding tracking

EM benchmark’s, while valuation-aware risk parity’s is 1.9 times

error constraints are a desirable outcome, highlighting the

larger than the 46/54 EM benchmark’s. Davis et al. (2019)

robustness of our approach and indicating that carry/value

advocate for considering FX exposure as a different asset class

signals are somewhat predictive of future returns.

because a thoughtfully constructed FX basket can help
diversify risks and/or potentially boost returns in a portfolio.
Note that such an allocation to FX is rarely considered
as leverage.
Exhibit 18: Valuation-aware risk parity weights by region and asset class

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO. The Exhibit is provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the past or future
performance of any PIMCO product.
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Exhibit 19: Valuation-aware risk parity backtest for
different tracking error constraints
Strategy

Sharpe

Excess
return

Standard
deviation

Maximum
drawdown

Exhibit 20: Valuation-aware risk parity Sharpe ratios for
different tracking error constraints and sizes

DM 60/40
beta

Overall TE
budget

0.86

9.8%

11.4%

23.7%

0.72

by asset

0.81

9.3%

11.4%

24.7%

0.71

by region

0.75

8.5%

11.4%

24.7%

0.73

by asset
and region

0.74

8.4%

11.4%

25.1%

0.72

TE Budget relative to benchmark volatility
TE Constraint

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Overall TE
budget

0.67

0.73

0.78

0.82

0.86

by asset

0.65

0.70

0.75

0.78

0.81

by region

0.64

0.67

0.70

0.72

0.75

by asset
and region

0.63

0.67

0.70

0.72

0.74

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based
on monthly returns from January 2007 to September 2020. The Exhibit is
provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the past or future
performance of any PIMCO product.

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: J.P. Morgan Markets, Bloomberg, MSCI, GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based
on monthly returns from January 2007 to September 2020. The Exhibit is
provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the past or future
performance of any PIMCO product.

We now revisit the simple analysis conducted for the 46/54 EM

debt than in the 46/54 EM portfolio. As we mentioned before,

benchmark and investigate the merits of our asset allocation

the larger allocation to lower-volatility bonds creates additional

framework. As Exhibit 21 shows, allocating to the risk parity EM

diversification benefits.

portfolio is accretive to both returns and Sharpe ratio in a
traditional 60/40 DM strategic asset allocation. By replacing
20% of the DM portfolio with the proposed risk parity strategy,
the portfolio return increases by 41 basis points (bps), while
volatility decreases by 41 bps, boosting the Sharpe ratio by 13%.
Note that the 60/40 DM portfolio has an excess return of 4.80%
and a volatility of 9.80%, resulting in a 0.49 Sharpe ratio. Thus,
the improvement in risk-adjusted return in the risk parity EM
portfolio is sizable. The key driver of the Sharpe ratio

The results for the valuation-aware risk parity EM portfolio are
even stronger. While the diversification benefits stemming from
a larger allocation to EM debt remain due to the risk-based
portfolio anchoring the asset allocation process, the return
enhancement provided by the valuation signals is substantial. A
20% allocation in the proposed valuation-aware strategy
increases the portfolio returns by 90 bps, boosting the Sharpe
ratio by 24%.

improvement in the risk-based portfolio is greater use of EM
Exhibit 21: Reallocating 60/40 DM portfolio to different multi-asset EM portfolios
EM multi-asset market cap benchmark

Returns from reallocating DM to EM

Sharpe ratio from reallocating DM to EM
0.67

6.20%

0.62
Portfolio return

5.70
Portfolio return

EM valuation aware risk parity

EM risk parity

5.20
4.70
4.20

0.57
0.52
0.47
0.42

3.70

0.37

3.20

0.32
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

x% Reallocated from DM 60/40 benchmark to EM

17

19%

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19%

x% Reallocated from DM 60/40 benchmark to EM

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.
Source: Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan Markets, GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based on monthly returns from January 2007 to September 2020. Performance returns do not
include fees and charges and would be lower if applied. Exhibit is provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of the past or future performance of any
PIMCO product.
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CONCLUSION
In this article, we argue that EM assets merit consideration in
an investor’s strategic asset allocation. They are an important
source of return and long-term diversification, and a critical
component in an asset allocator’s toolkit, particularly
considering diminished return expectations in developed
markets today. We believe that much of the skepticism around
emerging markets is due to a period of weak EM returns,
exacerbated by the suboptimal construction of the traditional
market cap benchmarks. Such benchmarks concentrate risks

3. Risk parity improves EM debt allocations by increasing the
risk allocation to lower-volatility bond markets. Such markets
not only exhibit higher risk-adjusted returns but also tend to
be more diversifying in a portfolio, as evidenced by their local
stock-bond correlation.
4. The valuation models largely improve the hypothetical risk
parity portfolio within each asset class as well as across
asset classes, as Sharpe ratios monotonically increase with
less restrictive tracking error budgets.

in specific regions and countries, are inconsistent across

Our modular framework can be readily and flexibly calibrated to

asset classes and do not reflect the size or growth of the

different investors’ return objectives, investment beliefs and risk

underlying economies.

preferences. Although more research needs to be conducted to

We propose a fundamentally sound and systematic approach
to gaining multi-asset EM exposure. This modular asset
allocation framework first targets a balanced risk contribution
across asset classes and regions; second, it introduces country
tilts based on expected returns. The framework helps ensure
effective diversification and may significantly improve
performance in comparison with the market cap benchmarks.
Our framework derives potential benefits from four key areas:
1. Taking into account the unique correlation structure observed
within EM asset classes, to improve diversification the
proposed risk budget directly increases the marginal risk
contribution of EM debt, potentially improving both the return
and diversification properties relative to the multi-asset
market cap benchmark.
2. Although for equity and FX, the risk parity approach yields
similar risk-adjusted returns to those of the market cap
benchmarks in our historical sample, the hypothetical
portfolios are more balanced across regions and countries,
resulting in lower vulnerability to idiosyncratic shocks.

test the efficacy empirically, the conceptual framework applies
broadly. To achieve risk-balanced and diversified exposure, one
can calibrate the granularity and risk targeting based on one’s
own objectives. Last, in this paper we demonstrated the benefit
of incorporating expected return assumptions via systematic
value- and carry-based tilting. In practice, investors can
incorporate views that are qualitatively or quantitatively
formulated, using the expected return modeling best fitted to
their investment belief.
Finally, in the case study we did not consider external debt,
corporate debt, or EM private markets. We imagine these
assets can further enhance the results of our framework, as
they provide access to additional risk premia, but this can be
elaborated in future research.
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APPENDIX
A1. Valuation-based return forecast
For equities, we base the expected returns on the equity risk
premium. We start by estimating the cyclically adjusted
earnings yield (CAEY), which is the ratio of the 10-year average
real earnings and real equity price. In Equation 5, Et is the

earnings, CPIt is the consumer price index, and Pt is the stock

price. Then, we define the equity risk premium (Equation 6) as
the difference between CAEY and the real yield. RYt is the local
real yield, defined as the 10-year nominal government bond

yield minus expected inflation, which we proxy to the five-year
trailing inflation. We elected to use this proxy rather than
inflation-linked bond (ILB) yields, as ILBs are not widely
available and tend to be illiquid in emerging markets.
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•• Empirically, high ex ante interest rate differentials are
associated with a stronger real exchange rate (Baxter 1994
and Clarida and Galí 1994), particularly over the last decade,
when carry trades have become prevalent.
•• PPP requires the price of a basket of goods to be equal
across countries. According to the Harrod–Balassa–
Samuelson effect (Harrod 1933, Balassa 1964 and
Samuelson 1964), given that more productive countries tend
to have higher incomes, labor-intensive nontradable goods
will be more expensive in such countries. This effect is
especially relevant for EM countries, as their productivity
differentials are generally wider.
•• Terms of trade are relevant, as emerging markets usually rely
on commodity prices. Chen and Rogoff (2003) found a
significant influence of terms of trade on real exchange rates
for Australia, Canada and New Zealand.
•• Weak real exchange rates are associated with higher
sovereign risk. Corte et al. (2016) show this relation by
studying the currency excess return and the sovereign credit
default swap spread.

We use a simplified approach to estimate the local bonds’
expected return, decomposing it into carry and roll-down. We
focus on estimating the return on five-year interest rate swaps,
as they are the most liquid tenor. Carry (Ct) is the return for

holding the swap for a year, and it is calculated as the difference
between the five- and one-year swap rates. Assuming the swap
curve is constant after a year, the roll-down (RDt) corresponds

In Equation 8, we define the FX expected return, where EC (rt) is

the expected real carry and E∆P (rt) is the expected return due to
convergence to the fair real exchange rate. The fair real

exchange rate is estimated through a model that incorporates
the factors, as described above, which can cause deviations
from PPP.

to the return of the swap becoming one year shorter and then
being discounted at the four-year rate. We calculate it as the

four-year swap duration times the difference between five- and
four-year swap rates. The expected return, expressed in
Equation 7, simply corresponds to the return of holding a fiveyear swap over a year, all else being equal.

A2. Asset class and geographic diversification matter in
emerging markets
We illustrate the importance of asset class and geographic
diversification in EM investing through additional empirical
analysis. Exhibit 22 applies a hierarchical clustering algorithm
to EM return streams by asset class and country. The clustering

To estimate FX expected returns, we first assume that if the

dendrogram supports our choice of equal risk contribution

purchasing power parity (PPP) holds, then nominal exchange

across asset classes and regions in order to enhance

rates should adjust to the inflation differential and investing in a

diversification. The first layer breaks down return streams into

foreign currency should equal its real carry, on average.

local bonds versus equity and currency. The latter two assets

However, deviations from PPP are common and can be justified

are clustered together, while EM local currency rates stand

by other fundamental factors. For example:

alone. The second layer further breaks down each asset class
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Exhibit 22: Standard deviation clustering of EM assets
HERC dendrogram (standard deviation clustering)
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Source: GIC EIS and PIMCO as of September 2020

roughly by region: Asia, the Americas and EMEA. There are

correlation and volatility of EM assets, especially EM risk

certainly some exceptions. In bonds, for example, Chilean

assets, are very much driven by global risk sentiment and

bonds are clustered more closely with Asia than with the

tactical flows. Measured over a daily or monthly horizon, EM

Americas. Among currencies, the Russian ruble and the South

assets would not add much diversification benefit to a global

African rand are clustered with currencies in the Americas

portfolio. However, over the medium to longer term, horizons

rather than EMEA. But largely, within each asset class countries

where assets’ return converges to underlying fundamentals, EM

of the same region are more closely related to one another than

assets would add significant diversification benefit. For long-

to countries in other regions.

term investors who care about multi-decade wealth

Our argument is similar to that presented in Asness et al. (2011),
which demonstrates the value of international geographic
diversification, using country-level equity and bond return data

accumulation and can tolerate some short-term price
fluctuation, EM assets can be an important component of
a geographically diversified portfolio.

from 1950s. The benefit of geographic diversification is most
pronounced and likely to remain the case over a longer
holding period.

Exhibit 23: Medium-term correlation of EM assets more
reflective of distinct underlying fundamentals
EM regional equity return correlation with global 60-40 portfolio

In the main sections of this paper, we measure EM risk and
correlation using monthly returns. We argue that the risk
characteristics of emerging markets, particularly their
relationship to DM assets, can vary substantially when

Monthly return
70

measured under different time horizons. Exhibit 23 shows that

60

all three regional EM equity indices have an average correlation

50

above 70% to the 60/40 DM portfolio when measured with

40

monthly returns. However, the correlation drops to between

30

30% (EM Americas) and 65% (EM EMEA) when measured using

20

three-year rolling returns.
One may argue that the 70% level is overestimating the current
correlation or stress period correlation, given that financial
markets today are far more integrated than two decades ago,
when our data starts. We acknowledge that the shorter-term

3 year return

80%

10
0
EM Americas EQ

EM Asia EQ

EM EMEA EQ

Source: GIC EIS and PIMCO. Based on monthly data from January 2007 to
September 2020. EM assets correspond to subindices of the MSCI Emerging
Market Index.
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